EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Countries and cities worldwide now employ public security and surveillance technology platforms from the People’s Republic of China (PRC). The drivers of this trend are complex, stemming from expansion of China’s geopolitical interests, increasing market power of its technology companies, and conditions in recipient states that make Chinese technology an attractive choice despite security and privacy concerns. Both “push” and “pull” factors contribute to growing use of Chinese surveillance technology: countries that are strategically important to the PRC are comparatively more likely to adopt it, but so are countries with high crime rates.

Major questions remain about the implications and advantages that China could derive from these developments, including how dominance in this sector and access to data could shape the contours of strategic competition between China and the United States. Questions also remain about what impact these technologies will have on data privacy/security, human rights, and democracy. There is relatively little correlation between the level of democracy in a country and the likelihood that it will adopt Chinese surveillance technology, but we do not yet know whether introduction of that technology will somehow subsequently corrode democratic institutions or civil liberties. While leaders in adopting countries share some concerns about data security, civil liberties, and democracy, many of them also focus on these platforms’ potential to solve urgent public problems, such as violent crime. Understanding the impacts of these technologies will be important for crafting effective policy.

This evidence also suggests that a one-size-fits-all message from U.S. policymakers about the risks of Chinese technology needs to be differentiated and adapted to each country in which such concerns are raised. These messages need to be paired with a nuanced understanding of the priorities and incentives of the officials making adoption decisions — often subnational officials rather than foreign policy or national security experts. Finally, the U.S. must address Chinese technology companies’ ongoing efforts to shape the global regulatory environment; to do so, policymakers will need to articulate and execute a comprehensive strategy to promulgate standards compatible with American values and interests.

INTRODUCTION

Countries and cities around the world have increasingly opted to employ public security and surveillance technology platforms from China. The drivers of this trend are complex, stemming from the expansion of China’s geopolitical interests, the increasing market power of its technology companies, and conditions in recipient states that make Chinese technology an attractive choice despite concerns about security and privacy. The global adoption of these platforms therefore raises thorny policy questions for the United States and the international community: how to best shape debates over global norms and standards on data security and privacy; how to address the role of technology in U.S.-China strategic competition; and how to manage risks of authoritarian backsliding and human rights infringement. How should American and international policymakers respond to these challenges?
News articles and policy analyses warn of the dangers of high-tech surveillance and artificial intelligence (AI) approaches to policing in autocrats’ hands; document the rise of a “dystopian surveillance state” inside China itself, especially in Xinjiang; and provide evidence of the use of Chinese surveillance technology in places like Venezuela, Ecuador, Zimbabwe, and Uganda. At a May 2019 hearing of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence on “China’s Digital Authoritarianism,” Chairman Rep. Adam Schiff (D-CA) noted, “The coupling of innovation and authoritarianism is deeply troubling and has spread beyond China itself... Export of this technology gives countries the technological tools they need to emulate Beijing’s model of social and political control.” Ranking Member Rep. Devin Nunes (R-CA) followed by warning about “Chinese adoption and exportation of invasive surveillance measures designed to optimize political control.”

This paper examines the spread of surveillance and public security technology from China to the world. It begins by charting global patterns of technology adoption in the surveillance and policing sector, and then examines potential drivers of this expansion. The final section discusses possible implications of these findings for both American and international policy.

CHARTING THE ADOPTION OF CHINA’S SURVEILLANCE AND SECURITY PLATFORMS

Despite a high degree of concern about Chinese surveillance technology, current policy discourse in the U.S. and abroad may actually have underestimated the scope and speed of its spread. A Freedom House report discussed adoption of Chinese surveillance technology in 18 countries in 2018, an April 2019 Australian Strategic Policy Institute report by the covered 43 countries, and a fall 2019 Center for Strategic and International Studies report discussed 52 countries. By contrast, Huawei’s 2018 annual report noted that its “safe city solutions now serve over 700 cities across more than 100 countries and regions, including Brazil, Mexico, Serbia, Singapore, Spain, South Africa, and Turkey,” triple the number reported in its 2015 report, and somewhere between two and five times the numbers reported in contemporaneous Western policy analyses. Because Huawei and other Chinese tech companies have incentives to emphasize or exaggerate the popularity of their technology for marketing purposes, the true number of global adoptions likely falls somewhere between these two sets of estimates.

To increase empirical understanding of this phenomenon, this report’s author led a research team that compiled a new dataset on the adoption of Chinese surveillance and public security technology platforms, using corporate, government, and media reporting in English, French, Spanish, and Chinese. The dataset shows that Chinese surveillance and public security technology platforms have been adopted in at least 80 countries since 2008. The majority of these adoptions have occurred in the last several years (see Figure 1).
These estimates focus on surveillance technology platforms used specifically for policing and public security. In that sense, the measurement is different from some other think tank studies that discuss the broader use of AI or surveillance technology by China and other countries: the term “platform” indicates a higher threshold for coding adoption than, for example, a city simply having purchased closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras manufactured by Hikvision. The projects centered on the kinds of platforms indicated above are commonly referred to as “Safe City” (安全城市) projects — the term used by these platforms’ largest global supplier, Huawei — which involve a data integration and analytics platform that supports one or more high-tech command-and-control centers. The platform collects, integrates, and analyzes data from a wide range of sources, such as criminal records, other government databases, networked surveillance cameras, facial and license plate recognition applications, and other sources. Huawei, for example, describes its Safe City Solutions as providing:

“[W]orld-leading Collaborative-C4ISR [Command, Control, Communication, Cloud, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance] solutions that enable crucial visualization and convergence to maximize public safety... The safe city solutions jointly developed by Huawei and our partners enable advance prevention, precise resource allocation, efficient analysis, visualized command, and efficient coordination among multiple departments. They help governments reduce crime rates and prevent and respond to crises more effectively, ensuring a safer environment for all.”

Such projects are often multilayered, meaning that one company will provide the core platform, while additional companies may be involved in other aspects, extensions, or subcomponents of the project. Systematic, fine-grained data on which companies provide which layers of a particular city-project’s tech stack is not yet available; in many cases, there are multiple Chinese tech companies involved, but there are also anecdotal reports of cases where cities
incorporate both Chinese and Western technology into different layers of the tech stack. Project contracts sometimes include technical consulting in addition to sales of platforms themselves.

In addition to Huawei, Chinese companies such as Hikvision, ZTE, Dahua, China National Electronics Import and Export Corporation (CEIEC), and others are often involved. The identity of some of the companies involved in the export of surveillance technologies is one factor that has raised concerns in the U.S. national security and foreign policy community. At least some of the companies are directly linked to the People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) defense-industrial complex. CEIEC, for example, has contributed significantly to public security technology projects in several countries in Latin America; it is a state-owned enterprise under China Electronics Corporation that concentrates on defense electronics, and was previously sanctioned by the U.S. for nonproliferation violations. Others, such as Hikvision and Dahua, have been implicated in and sanctioned for human rights violations — as the filing termed it, “the implementation of China’s campaign of repression, mass arbitrary detention, and high-technology surveillance” — in Xinjiang.

Chinese surveillance and public security technology platforms have been adopted in countries across the globe, as illustrated by Figure 2:

**FIGURE 2: PRESENCE OF CHINESE SURVEILLANCE & PUBLIC SECURITY TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS (2008-2019)**
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*Source: Author’s dataset*
DEALING WITH DEMAND FOR CHINA’S GLOBAL SURVEILLANCE EXPORTS

DRIVERS OF CHINA’S GLOBAL EXPORTS: PUSH AND PULL FACTORS

What is driving the increased global adoption of Chinese surveillance and public security technologies? Critics in the United States and elsewhere tend to see Chinese geopolitical strategy and authoritarian instincts at work: a supply-side or “push factor” explanation. As one recent report phrased it, “China is a major driver of AI surveillance worldwide.” The report notes that over half of the countries in which it found Chinese-sourced AI technology were signatories to President Xi Jinping’s flagship geopolitical project, the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), and suggests that Chinese government loans may be used to subsidize countries’ acquisition of repressive technologies. Another report notes that Beijing views information technology not just in terms of economic development but “its value to Chinese foreign policy and strategy... exporting its information technology is not only about securing important new sources of revenue and data, but also generating greater strategic leverage vis-à-vis the West.” In this view, the global adoption of these platforms is China-driven, as Beijing pushes their use for its own geopolitical strategic objectives.

Statements by Chinese tech companies and Chinese technology adopters, however (often regional or municipal officials in recipient countries), commonly focus on the demand side or “pull” factors. This family of explanations tends to outline and focus on problems that this technology can address in recipient cities or countries. Huawei’s marketing materials, for example, describe market drivers of Safe City technology as differing by country and/or region, emphasizing extremist threats in the Middle East, crime in Latin America, and data management and environmental sustainability in Europe. Statements by officials whose jurisdictions have pursued Chinese public security and surveillance projects, such as Kenya, Ecuador, and Myanmar, have also typically emphasized the importance of crime control for public safety and attracting investment. Thus, in this view, adoption of Chinese surveillance and public security technology is driven by demand factors in recipient countries that “pull” this technology from China to solve local governance challenges, in ways that may or may not intersect with Beijing’s grand strategy or geopolitical priorities.

The ongoing debate over Huawei’s Safe City projects in the Philippines illustrates how demand for crime-fighting governance solutions can intersect with both Chinese statecraft and domestic concerns about threats from Chinese technology. Huawei, which also has a major telecommunications presence in the Philippines via companies Smart and Globe, had previously begun a Safe City project in Bonifacio, a business and residential district in Metro Manila. (IBM also has smart city projects in Makati, Cebu, and Davao, according to media reports.) Huawei’s role in Philippine surveillance and public safety significantly expanded, however, during Xi Jinping’s state visit in November 2018. During Xi’s visit, the two countries signed 29 agreements, one of which established a “Safe Philippines Project,” in which the Philippines’ Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG) agreed to partner with Huawei and China International Telecommunication and Construction Corporation (CITCC) to construct a 12,000-camera surveillance system aimed at public safety and security. The deal set targets of a 15% crime reduction and 25% improvement in response time, and was financed primarily by a loan from China Eximbank (19.11 billion Philippine pesos, PHP, of the 20.31 billion PHP project, close to $400 million). They agreed to construct an integrated command, communications, and operations center (later referred to as an Intelligent Command, Control, and Communications Center, IC4) that will handle video monitoring, critical communication, and information management and analytics, linking the Philippine National Police, DILG, the national 911 system, and fire and prison agencies.

In the months after the announcement, Philippine legislators raised concerns about the deal. They cited concerns about data privacy and cybersecurity, based on reports about Huawei’s corporate practices and requirements to provide data included in the PRC’s 2017 National Intelligence Law, questioning whether these issues made the technology incompatible with Philippine cybersecurity regulations. In response, Interior Secretary Eduardo Año said that all data and project management would be handled by Filipinos. Construction is set to begin in early 2020, with a fully operational system by 2022. In the case of the Philippines, recipient government interest in reducing crime and Chinese willingness to provide development funding for the project helped to move it toward reality,
while concerns about the security and privacy of Chinese tech have created considerable debate and opposition within the Philippine legislature.

Contestation over such projects is not occurring only in the Indo-Pacific. In Malta, the government established a company called “Safe City Malta,” which in turn engaged in a public-private partnership with Huawei (Huawei also has a 5G project in Malta). Citizens objected to the use of facial recognition, however, and U.S. officials expressed concern the Maltese press that the data “could end up back in Beijing... [and be] exploited for authoritarian purposes.” The project’s director subsequently stated that Huawei would not operate the equipment and would not have direct access even to provide technical support, adding that “data will be stored in Malta and will stay in Malta, governed by a security and data retention policy.”

Similarly, Huawei’s Safe City project in the Serbian capital of Belgrade has become a point of contention between the Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs and civil society watchdogs, which have raised concerns about the compatibility of video surveillance with Serbian laws on data protection and privacy.

“**A tailored, country-specific approach to these issues is likely necessary, rather than applying one-size-fits-all rhetoric centered on American concerns about China.**

What these cases, and overall patterns of adoption data suggest, is that both China-centered push factors and recipient-centered demand factors matter. Countries with high crime rates are comparatively more likely to adopt these technologies — but so are countries that are strategically important to the PRC. Moreover, the level of democracy or freedom in potential recipients of this technology is not particularly strongly correlated with platform adoption: Safe City-type projects have appeared in free or democratic countries like France and Germany, “partly free” or anocratic countries like Uganda and Pakistan, and unfree authoritarian states like Laos and Saudi Arabia. Understanding the complexity of the factors shaping adoption — and the fact that these decisions are not solely driven by China or Chinese companies, but by recipient demand — suggests that a tailored, country-specific approach to these issues is likely necessary, rather than applying one-size-fits-all rhetoric centered on American concerns about China.

Important questions also remain unanswered, the most central of which is about these technologies’ effects. Put simply: do they work? At present, rigorous empirical evidence on the effect of Chinese surveillance technology platforms outside China is thin to nonexistent. Corporate marketing materials tout technology-based success stories in reducing crime rates (as in Kenya and Ecuador), while critics point to cases where these tools have been used for politically motivated surveillance and repression (Uganda, Zambia, and also Ecuador). These effects, however, are not mutually exclusive: improved surveillance may enhance public safety in general while also contributing to targeted repression of political opposition or other marginalized groups.

Especially given that these technology platforms are now being employed by democracies and autocracies alike, the question *du jour* of whether China is “exporting digital authoritarianism” or “making the world safe for autocracy” is less a matter of divining Beijing’s intent in providing the technology to others, and more an empirical question of the scale and direction of its impact in different political environments. These are vital questions for those who seek to protect democracy, whether in the United States or abroad, and they require careful thinking and analytical precision going forward.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. AND INTERNATIONAL POLICY**

This analysis raises a number of issues, both for U.S. foreign and security policy and for the international community. These can broadly be grouped into three clusters: concerns over the role of technology in a global environment increasingly characterized by U.S.-China strategic competition, concerns about data security and privacy, and additional concerns about the possibility of authoritarian backsliding and human rights infringement.
The first dimension of concern has to do with data privacy and security: whether Chinese dominance of the global surveillance technology industry could create vulnerabilities among U.S. allies and other countries in terms of data privacy, data security, and resilience to hacking and other cybersecurity risks. In early 2020, Trump administration officials asserted that Huawei could covertly access mobile communications through “back doors” designed for law enforcement; typically, use of these interfaces by the equipment-makers after installation is restricted by law, but American officials claimed that the access points had not been disclosed either to local customers or to “host nation national-security agencies.”

Huawei has rejected these allegations, and — as illustrated in the cases of the Philippines and Malta — at least some recipient countries claim that data is managed by their own nationals and stored locally, thereby obviating many of the privacy concerns raised by critics. There is no systematic, publicly available information on how many “Safe City”-type agreements contain such data protection measures, and the U.S. has not released information on whether and how often it has observed backdoor access being used to covertly gather information. Should a Chinese company have access to user information, however, that information would be available to the Chinese government under the provisions of the 2017 National Intelligence Law.

The second cluster of concerns has to do with whether the use of this technology will contribute to democratic backsliding, autocratization, and human rights violations, strengthening the hand of repressive actors in weak democracies or competitive authoritarian countries, and making autocrats worldwide more capable of implementing their repressive aims. Recent policy discourse expresses strong concern that autocrats may effectively leverage technology to promote disinformation, implement repression, and prolong their rule. As noted above, however, this is an empirically question about which relatively little hard data exists; it is important to obtain answers to these questions to inform future U.S. national security policy as well as democracy and human rights promotion.

The third set of concerns has to do with U.S.-China strategic competition, and the perceived centrality of technology and innovation in that competition. The Pentagon has already flagged the risk that China’s expansion into the overseas “Safe City” market could increase Chinese tech companies’ “access to foreign talent and data” in ways that are detrimental to the U.S. or its partners — presumably through research partnerships involving foreign data scientists, recruitment through programs like Huawei’s “Seeds for the Future Program” or the establishment of overseas offices, and agreements that allow Chinese companies to use overseas data to improve their products.

Second, analysts debate whether access to large amounts of global data will enable Chinese researchers and government bodies to rapidly improve their algorithms and machine learning processes in ways that have implications — particularly given China’s focus on military-civil fusion — not just for the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) own strategies of domestic control, but for security and military competition with the United States. Whether this is true or not at a technical level remains contested, but the potential remains for Chinese companies and government actors to leverage this technology to generate intelligence insights on important countries and populations, which could have secondary effects on strategic competition with the United States. Still other analysts have noted that the growing use of Chinese surveillance technologies in third countries, combined with American pushback on this trend, could bifurcate the world into adopters and non-adopters in ways that are not yet fully understood.

The correlation that exists between levels of violent crime and the adoption of Chinese surveillance and policing technology suggests that many countries see these platforms as providing a real potential solution to important problems facing their populations.

How should the United States respond? First, current discussions in Washington that focus largely on Chinese intent are understandable, but the findings above suggest that the current strong focus on Beijing’s priorities should be complemented by more nuanced...
and case-by-case discussions of why third countries find Chinese surveillance platforms appealing enough to adopt. In particular, the correlation that exists between levels of violent crime and the adoption of Chinese surveillance and policing technology suggests that many countries see these platforms as providing a real potential solution to important problems facing their populations (while in some cases, of course, also providing regimes or incumbents with political advantage vis-à-vis their potential opponents). To be effective, U.S. policy initiatives and messaging will need to acknowledge these realities, and engage in dialogue with recipient-country counterparts based on a nuanced and accurate view of the tradeoffs that leaders in each of these countries face, many of which have little to do with China at all.

Here, it is especially important to note that the officials who make the initial decisions on platform adoption are often subnational officials — typically municipal mayors, provincial governors, or the heads of public safety departments for various jurisdictions. These officials are often elected or appointed to address different outcomes than the priorities emphasized by foreign policy and national security experts: reducing crime, boosting tourism and investment, and promoting local employment and job growth. Local officials can also have highly varying levels of familiarity with and expertise on national security and cybersecurity issues, which runs the risk of exacerbating communication mismatches and lowering receptivity to American expressions of concern if those concerns are framed too much around China, foreign policy, and security risks without adequate incorporation of local context. Finally, timetables matter: it may be important to subnational officials to deliver positive results on their key priorities on a specific electoral timetable. This means that China’s closed and “off-the-shelf” systems, which are quicker to get up and running, may have a competitive advantage over the open systems preferred by the U.S., even if they have drawbacks in terms of long-term adaptability and scalability.

For all of these reasons, a one-size-fits-all message about the risks of Chinese technology needs to be differentiated and adapted for each country in which these concerns are raised. The U.S. and associated democracies will need to think carefully about how to connect with and convey their concerns not just to counterparts in foreign ministries and national security apparatuses, but to local, subnational officials — while also listening to and taking seriously the needs and incentives of those leaders.

The United States will also need to be aware of how its messaging on surveillance technology can run up against competing policy priorities in different regions and countries. In Latin America, for example, U.S. officials may want to think about how it communicates the objective of reducing or slowing the proliferation of Chinese surveillance technology in a way that does not generate tension with another major foreign policy priority of the Trump administration — decreasing local crime and drug-related activity in order to lower migration pressures on the United States’ southern border.

At the global level, the spread of Chinese (and other) public security technology has sparked debate over what norms and mechanisms, if any, should govern the market for and use of these platforms, within and across state borders. United Nations official David Kaye, Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, recently described these technologies as operating in a “free for all” environment, spreading “technology that is causing immediate and regular harm to individuals and organizations that are essential to democratic life.” He called for the development of global standards and publicly-owned mechanisms to limit both the domestic use and international export of private surveillance technology. A recent Brookings report similarly urged policymakers to move beyond a focus on the CCP’s intent to think more broadly about the long-term and “cumulative impact of its modeling and export of mass surveillance.”

Yet Chinese companies appear to be outpacing the United States, and other countries, in setting emerging global standards for the use of these technologies. Indeed, the PRC has pursued a highly strategic approach to global standard-setting for some time now; it has organized domestic groups that include multiple ministries and major Chinese tech companies to develop China’s own ideas about domestic standards, especially on issues like 5G and AI, and has then actively promoted these standards via different international organizations and mechanisms. The Financial Times,
for example, reported in late 2019 that Chinese tech companies had made the only submissions to the UN’s International Telecommunications Union (ITU) for international standards in surveillance technology since 2016; half of those proposals have since been approved. China’s active engagement and leadership at the ITU, as well as in other international technology standard-setting bodies, has helped it to quietly and quickly shape the global regulatory environment in its favor, a strategy that is likely to assist its companies in maintaining or increasing their access to markets worldwide.

Setting and strengthening global regulatory frameworks in ways that are compatible with American values is important for achieving U.S. objectives abroad, now and for years to come. To catch up, the United States needs to articulate and execute a clear strategy: It must decide which forums should set standards for which technologies, and work collaboratively but aggressively to promote standards that are compatible with human rights, civil liberties, privacy, and democracy. This effort could be led by the State Department’s International Communications and Information Policy team, but will likely require high-level leadership to be effective. The more that the United States can collaborate on this strategy with like-minded democratic partners, the better its chances of success will be; for example, the European Union’s important role in regulatory norms and standard-setting make it a prime candidate for this kind of mutually beneficial partnership.

Finally, the United States should consider deploying its foreign assistance partners and programs to work with emerging, weak, or backsliding democracies to craft legal and regulatory safeguards around the use of these technologies that will protect citizen rights and democratic institutions.

One factor that has the potential to complicate standard-setting for surveillance technology in the coming months is the intersection of surveillance technology tools with urgent global public health concerns around COVID-19. Tools such as contact tracing, which require intensive surveillance of and information collection on citizens, pulled together by sophisticated data analysis platforms, are being deployed by democracies as well as autocracies (Taiwan and South Korea are notable democratic examples), and have received attention for their apparent effectiveness in managing the pandemic. Indeed, materials on the ITU’s webpage highlight China’s use (and others’) of mobile phone contact tracing initiatives as an example of “an effective way of containing the spread of the disease.”

While a full examination of the ways in which the COVID-19 outbreak may shape different countries’ approaches to surveillance technology is beyond the scope of this report, two points are worth noting. First is the ongoing debate over which governance models are more capable of addressing this kind of crisis, and why. The way the United States handles COVID-19 has implications not only for the fate of American citizens, but for America’s perceived global leadership role.

Second, it is not a stretch to say that the tools used to monitor and enforce citizen behavior during the pandemic are tied to overall models of domestic security and regime control. In fact, the Chinese phrase “prevention and control” (防控), now used to describe the PRC’s public health strategy, was previously used to describe the containment and management of domestic political unrest; information gathered through newly deployed health apps, for example on citizen movements, is accessible to local police almost immediately. Tools that gain credibility as effective for public health purposes now will become difficult to roll back in a post-pandemic environment, even if they are subsequently used for less benign and more repressive purposes. The United States should begin thinking now about what tradeoffs on privacy and other civil liberties it is willing to accept in the name of public health, how to craft technological solutions that protect American lives and values simultaneously, and what the U.S. can do to shape and lead international responses to the crisis in ways that favor a global balance of freedom.

This is not an exhaustive list of policy recommendations. Tools such as export controls, sanctions, and restrictions on foreign investment in surveillance technology companies whose practices are not compatible with democracy, human rights, and American national security interests are all valuable, and should be incorporated into the toolkit—preferably in partnership with the private sector, including American technology companies—and coordinated multilaterally with like-minded democratic partners around the world. But perhaps paradoxically, the above
analysis suggests that in order to succeed in strategic competition with China, the U.S. may want to talk less about China itself, and more about the compelling alternatives it can offer, both for individual partners, and for confronting shared global challenges. The above steps are designed to facilitate that approach.
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